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Abstract 
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First we construct complete totally minimal topological groups which are not locally compact. 
Extending and generalizing a construction of S. Dierolf and U. Schwanengel (using semi-direct 
products) we find then a class A of topological groups such that all products of elements of A 
are minimal topological groups. This gives further examples of complete minimal topological 
groups being not locally compact and partial answers to a question posed by A.V. Arhangel’skii. 
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1. Introdmtion 
The development of the theory of minimal topological groups is described in the 
survey articles [8,24,1 l]. A Hausdorff topological group G is said to be minimal 
if the topology of G is a minimal element in the set of all Hausdorff group topologies 
on G. If G/N is minimal for every closed normal subgroup of G, then G is 
called totally minimal. Note that every minimal Abelian group is precompact [25], 
but this is not true in general 191. Since all known minimal groups being not locally 
precompact have no group completion, the following que on arises in IM: 1s it 
true that a minimal topological group is locally preco ct ifi it has a grou 
completion? 
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By a well-known criterion (cf. [24, p. 4941) this is equivalent o the question 
whether there are complete minimal groups being not locally compact. In Section 
2 we first give examples of totally disconnected complete minimal groups being not 
locally compact, but we have to assume CH. Then it is shown in Theorem 2.4 that 
a connected semi-,imple Lie group is totally minimal iff its center is finite. By that 
we obtain a class of complete connected totally minimal groups being not locally 
compact (Corollary 2.5). 
Dierolf and Schwanengel constructed by the help of semi-direct products two 
different classes of locally compact minimal groups being not compact [lo]. They 
left open the question whether products of these groups are minimal, too. (Note 
that it is only possible for the second class to derive totally minimal groups, but 
then we have to use a result of Shelah [29] assuming CH.) 
In Section 3 we first define admissible topological semi-direct products. These 
contain the examples from [lo] as special cases. It is shown that arbitrary products 
of admissible semi-direct products are minimal topological groups (Theorem 3.5). 
From this result we derive further examples of complete minimal groups being not 
locally compact. 
Arhangel’skiI posed in [2] the question if every topological group is a quotient 
of a minimal topological group. Using Theorem 3.5 we obtain partial answers, 
especially we show that every locally compact Abelian group is a closed subgroup 
of a quotient (which is /!>elian, too) of a locally compact minimal group. 
If G is a group, H is a subgroup of G and r is a group topology on G, then by 
r1H we denote the topology induced by r on H, and by T/H the quotient opology 
induced by T on G/H. By Cl we denote end of a proof. For further details on 
topological groups see [4,7,27]. 
Part of the work on this paper was done while the first author stayed at the 
Institute of Mathematics of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (March 1989) and 
the second author at the University of Hannover (October 1987). Both authors are 
indebted to these institutions for their financial help and hospitality. 
2. Complete nonlocally compact otally minimal groups 
Assuming CH Shelah constructed in [29] a non-Abelian simple group M of 
cardinality K1 admitting only the trivial group topologies. Thus M endowed with 
the discrete topology is a totally minimal topological group. Without assuming CH 
in [ 17,231 are given examples of groups which possess only the discrete topology 
as a Hausdorff group topology, but it is unknown if the discrete topology is totally 
minimal. In the following the group M is used to construct otally minimal groups 
which are not locally compact. First we need 
2.1. Lemma ([ 13, Remark to Theorem 11). Let (G&, , be a family of totally minimal 
groups such that for euery i E I he group Gi and all its quotients by closed normal 
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subgroups are complete in respect of the two-sided uniformity. Then n,,, Gi is totally 
minimal. 
2.2. ?heorem. Let M be the group defined above, and let a be an infinite cardinal. 
Then Ma is totally minimal and complete, but not locally compact. 
Proof. By [29, pp. 383-3841 M is a simple group. Thus M is totally minimal. Since 
M is locally compact, all the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 are fulfilled. Ma is complete, 
but not locally compact, because cy is infinite. Cl 
Since all the groups mentioned in Theorem 2.2 are totally disconnected, it is 
natural to pose 
Question 1. Is it possible without assuming CH to give examples of totally discon- 
nected complete totally minimal groups which are not locally compact? 
To get examples of connected complete totally minimal groups being not locally 
compact we need a result of Goto [16] concerning absolutely closed Lie groups. 
These are groups G such that every embedding of G into a topological group is 
open (onto its image). Thus a Lie group is minimal iff it is absolutely closed. For 
a Lie group G let Ad : G + Gl( n; R) be the adjoint representation (see [22, IX, 0 3.51). 
If the subgroup Ad(G) of Gl( n; W) is closed, the Lie group is said to be a (CA) 
group [IS, p. 3221. 
2.3. Theorem [ 161. A connected Lie group is minimal ifl G is a (CA) group and the 
center of G is compact. 
Now we are ready to prove 
2.4. ‘Ibeorem. A connected semi-simple Lie group is totally minimal iflthe center Z( G) 
of G is finite. 
Proof. Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group. If G is totally minimal, then 
by Theorem 2.3 Z(G) is compact. The center of a semi-simple Lie group is discrete 
[22, IV, p. 5261. Thus Z(G) is finite. 
Now let Z( 6) be finite, and let N be a closed normal subgroup of G. Then G/N 
is a connected Lie group. By [30, Satz 3, p. 154 and Korollar, p. 2031, the group 
G/N is semi-simple. In [ 15, 2.3, p. 3261 the following proposition (*) is stated 
without any proofi 
The center of a factor of a semi-simple connected Lie group L is a.fo+or 
of the center of L. 
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For the sake of completeness, we will prove it here. By [30, Lemma, p. 209 and 
Korollar 2, p. 591 proposition (*) is true if b. is a simple Lie group. Assume that L 
is semi-simple. Then the universal covering group i of L is semi-simple, too. By 
[30, Satz 2, p. 2051 L’ is a product of simple Lie groups. It is easy to see that 
proposition (*) holds for i. Since L is a quotient group of 2 by a discrete normal 
subgroup, apply [30, Korollar 2, p. 591 to complete the proof of proposition (*). 
Since Z(G) is compact, the center of G/N is compact by proposition (*). Every 
semi-simple Lie group is a (CA) group [22, V, p. 5261. Thus G/N is (CA). By 
Theorem 2.3 the proof is complete. 0 
Combining Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.1 we have 
2.5. Corollary. Let (Gi)i, l be an injinite family of noncompact connected semi-simple 
Lie groups with jnite center. Then ni,, Gi is a complete connected totally minimal 
group being not locally compact. 
2.6. Remark. During the time the work on [ll] was finished, the authors of this 
paper did not know the article [ 161 of Goto. To derive the special case “Gi = SL(2; R) 
for all i E I” of Corollary 2.5 it is proven in [ 11, 8 7.41, by quite different methods 
that SL(2; W) is totally minimal. 
In [28, p. 95 J Schwanengel asked if there exists a locally compact otally minimal 
group which is not compact. Assuming CH the result of Shelah mentioned above 
implies the existence of a discrete group having the required property. Without 
set-theoretical restrictions Theorem 2.4 gives many examples of groups Schwanengel 
has asked for, for example the special linear groups SL( n; R) with n a 2. 
3. Minimal@ of some semi-direct products 
Let (G, 7’,) and (H, 7”) be topological groups 
o-:H+ATtG 
and let 
be a homomorphism, where Aut G is the group of all group automorphisms of Gi 
The semi-direct product G X, H is the set G x H with the group multiplication given 
bY 
It is well known (cf. [4] or [27]) that if the map 
c:(H, ‘Fz)x(G, T,)+(G, T,), (1) 
c( h, g) = q,(g), is continuous, then G x, H is a topological group with respect o 
the product topology TI x T2 on G x H. Conversely, if 7’ is a group topology on 
G x,, H and 7’, and T f, respectively, are the topologies induced by T on G = G x { 1) 
and H = (11 x H, then the map (1) is continuous (cf. lot. tit,). 
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Let G be a locally compact group and let Aut G be the group of the topological 
automorphisms of G. For C, U c G set O(C, U) = (a, E Aut G: (Y(X) E Ux, (Y-'(X) E 
Ux for each x E C}. The Braconnier topology (cf. [6; 18,s 26 J) on Aut G is the group 
topology with a local base at I = id formed by the sets O(C, U), where C is a 
compact subset of G and U is a neighbourhood of 1 in G. Note that Bracor_nier 
constructed in [6] a totally disconnected Abelian group G such that on Aut G the 
compact-open topology is not a group topology and it is coarser than the Braconnier 
topology. 
SIN-groups are defined in 1271. Compact and topological Abelian groups are 
SIN-groups. For the notion of precompactness ee [27]. Recall that a subset M of 
a locally compact group G is precompact iff M is relatively compact, i.e., the closure 
of M in G is compact. 
3.1. Definition. A topological semi-direct product G X, H will be called admissible 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) G is a compactly generated locally compact SIN-group, and (x-‘ax: XE 6) 
is precompact for every a E G, 
(ii) H is a subgroup of Aut G, H is locally compact with respect o the induced 
topology, and a : H + Aut G is the identical inclusion, 
(iii) G is a minimal H-group, that is if Tl and T2 are the topologies of G and H, 
respectively, and if q is a Hausdorff group topology on G such that ~1 c 7’1 and 
the map 
z:(H, Wx(G, r,)+(G, 7,) 
is continuous, then q = Tl , 
(iv) there exists an open symmetric 
U of 1 in G such that if V and U’ are 
H c 0( V, U), then V is precompact. 
C c G generating G and a neighbourhood 
neighbourhoods of 1 in G with 0( C, U’) n 
A topological group in which each conjugacy class is relatively compact is said 
to be an FC-group (cf. [3 l]). A structure theorem ior all topological groups G 
fulfilrlog Definition 3.1 propefly (i) is given m [32, p. 3291: G contains normal 
subgroups V9 L and K such that V is a vector group, K is compact and open in 
L, L/K =Zz” for some integer m 3 0, and G is a direct product of V and e. 
3.2. Examples. (a) Let G be an arbitrary compact group and H be a locally compact 
subgroup of Aut G. Denote by u the identical inclusion of H into Aut G. It is then 
clear that G X, H is admissible. 
A special case of this situation was considered in [lo, Example 21. Let K be a 
nontriviai compact group, !Y be an arbitrary discrete group and G = K ‘? Define 
the monomorphism u : H -+ Aut G by cq,& (x,J he ,,) = (xl) I,E ,+, where xl, = XI+, for 
every h E H. Then it is easy to see that Aut G induces the discrete topology on a(H), 
so we may identify H with a(H). It is shown in [lo] that G X, is a minimal 
topological group. 
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Note that in the following cases for every closed 
semi-direct product G x,-, H is admissible: (A) G is a 
Theorem 21 Aut G is a separable Lie group; (B) G is 
subgroup H of Aut G the 
compact Lie group. By [19, 
a compact connected finite- , 
dimensional Abelian group. By [20, Corollary 2.61 Aut G is a discrete group. 
(bj ket n a 1 be an integer and let H be a closed subgroup of GL( n, IR) which 
contains all diagonal matrices with positive entries. If u : H + Aut IR” is the natural 
inclusion, then W x, H is admissible. Indeed, it is clear that the conditions (i) and 
(ii) of Definition 3.1 are satisfied. Let T, and T2 be the standard topologies on R” 
and H, respectively. To check (iii), assume q is a Hausdorff group topology on R” 
such that q c T, and the map 
6:: (H, T2j x (W”, q) + (W”, T,), (2) 
t?(A, x) = Ax, is continuous. Take a r,-neighbourhood U of 0 in R” such that 
(l,O,. . . ,O)a u-u. (3) 
Since the map (2) is continuous, there exist E > 0 and a q-neighbourhood Vc U 
ofOinR”suchthatAxEUforeveryxEVandeveryAEHwithIIA-III<E(II*II 
denotes the usual matrix norm). Let pi : IR” + R (i = 1, . . . , n) be the ith projection. 
We will check that 
PIw~~C--1I~,v~l. (4 
Take an arbitrary x = (x,, . . . , ix,) E V\(O), we may assume x1 f 0. Set S = l/x,. If 
Ix,1 > l/~ would be true, then 181~ e, therefore the diagonal matrix A, with elements 
1+s,1,..., 1 on the diagonal, belongs to H and IlA - I II < E. Hence Ax E U. On 
the other hand, 
Ax=(Sx,,O ,..., 0)+x=(1,0 ,..., 0)+x, 
thus 
(l,O,. . . ,O)=Ax-XE U-W= U-U 
which is a contradiction with (3). Therefore (4) holds. 
The same argument shows that for every i = I,. . . , n there exists V;, OE K E 7p s
such that pi( Vi) is bounded in R. Then V = ny=, Vi is a r,-neighbourhood of 0 in 
R” which is contained in some compact subset K of R”. Since & = T,IK, we get 
71 - - T,. 
Finally, we will verify (iv). For E > 0 set 
BF ={XEw: llxll c E}, 
where Il*il is the usual norm in R”. Denote C = U = B,. Assume U’ and V are 
neighbourhoods of 0 in R” with 
G(B,, U’) n H = 0( v, B,). 
There exists E 3 0 with B, c U'. Then 
Q(Bi,Bp)~W~ O(V,B,). 
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We will check that V is precompact, hat is V is bounded in R”. Clearly, the diagonal 
matrix A with entries 1+ E, 1, . . . , 1 on the diagonal belongs to H. Moreover, if 
x E I&, then IlAx --xl1 = isx,l CE, so AX-WE&. Similarly we get A-‘X-WE BE. 
Therefore A belongs to O(& , B,) n H, and (5) yields A E 0( V, B,). Take x E 
then Ax - x E B1 which implies I&x,1 = IlAx - xl1 < 1. Consequently, Ix,1 c l/e. 
similar argument can be applied to Xi for i = 2,. . . , n, and thus we see that V 
bounded. Hence 08” X, H is admiss%le. 
K 
A 
is 
For n = 1 a special case of Example 3.2 (b) is considered in [ 10, Example 11. 
Our aim below is to generalize Examples 1 and 2 from [lo] showing that all 
admissible semi-direct products are minimal topological groups, moreover all 
products of such groups are minimal, too. 
Let for every i E I, Xi = Gi X, Hi be a topological semi-direct product. Set G = 
niE, Gi, H=ni,, Hi, and define the homomorphism a:H+GG’ by ah(g)= 
((“i)hi(gi))iEl for all h = (hi) E H and all g = (gi) E G. Clearly, &( h, g) = 
(4fhi, gi))iEIv and 6 is continuous with respect o the product opologies on H and 
G. So X = G X, H is a well-defined topological semi-direct product. 
3.3. Proposition. The map f: JJi,, Xi + X2 defined by 
f(((gi, hi))i,f) = ((gi)iEl, (hi)i,I), 
is a topological isomorphism. 
Proof. Clearly, f is a homeomorphism. A straightforward verification shows that f 
is a homomorphism. Cl 
3.4 Lemma. Let G be a locally compact group, and let C( G, G) be the set of all 
continuous functions from G into G. Suppose V = V-’ c Aut G is equicontinuous and 
precompact with respect to the uniformity of compact convergence in C( G, G). Then 
V is precompast with respect to the Braconnier topology on Aut G. 
PFOof. Fix a compact subset C of G and a symmetric neighbourhood U of 1 in G. 
Set 
6( C, U) = (&u EAut G: a(x) E Ux for all x E C}. 
Then we have 
O(C, U)=d(C, U)nd(C, l-J)-’ 
(see the definition of O(C, U) in the beginning of this section). We shall prove the 
existence of aI,. . . , a, E V such that 
Vc 6 O(C, U)ai* (6) 
i “I I 
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For that choose a symmetric neighbourhood U1 of 1 in G with U1 & c u and 
a( Q) c u for each (Y E V (we use here the equicontinuity of V; cf. [5, Ch. X, 
Section 2.11 for the definition of equicontinuity). Let 
W(C, U,)={(Q)EC(G, G)‘:~(x)E &a(x) for each XE C) 
and 
W( C, U,)[a] = {P E C(G, G): b, Pk W(C, h)h 
Since V is precompact with respect o the uniformity on V induced by the uniformity 
of compact convergence on C( G, G), there exist elements cyI, . . . , a, of V such that 
V= fi W(C, &)CRl- 
i=l 
For an arbitrary cy E V then we can find i E (1, . . . , s} with 
a(x) E &r,(x) for each x E C. (7) 
We will check that cy E 0( C, U)ai. For an arbitrary x E C we have by ai’ E V and 
(7) that (Y(X)E U,cr,(x)=ai(arr'(U,)X)cai(Ux). Hence 
ar;’ 0 Q! E d(C, U). (8) 
Let XEC again. Then by (7) we have LU(X)E u,cri(x)=a(a-‘(Ul))ai(x)c 
a( U)ai(x). This yields ai E (a( U))-‘a(x) = a( U-‘)a(x) = a( z/x), that is 
(Q-lo CYi)(X)E UX. ThUS (Y-l 0 ai E d( C, U), which is equivalent to a:’ OcvE 
d( C, U)-‘. Combining this with (8) we find ar c 0( C, U)ai. Hence we have proved 
(6), which shows the precompasiness of V with respect o the Braconnier topology 
on Aut G. Cl 
3.5. Theorem. Let for every i E I, Xi = Gi X, Hi be an admissible topological semi- 
direct product. Then Hi,, Xi is a minimal topological group. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.3 that ni,, Xi is topologically isomorphic to 
X = G x,-, H, where G, H and CT are defined as in the text preceding Proposition 3.3. 
Let T = T’x T” be the topology of X, where T’ = niE, T:, T”= niEr Tr , Ti x Ty 
being the topology of Xi. 
Assume T is a Hausdorff group topology on X with T c T, and set T’ = & = ~1~~~~~. 
Then the map 
?(H, T”)x(G, r’)-,(G, 7’) 
is continuous. It then follows (according to the definition of a) that if T! is the 
topology induced by r’ on Gi x {1}, then 
&i:(Hi, Ty)x(Gi, Ti)+(Gi, 7:) 
is continuous. Since ~1 c Ti , Definition 3.1 (ii) implies ri = TI . 
Fix an arbitrary i E I. It follows by Definition 3.1 (iv) that there exist an 
symmetric C’! c Gi generating G, and a con?rrpact invariant Ti-neighbourhood 
open 
Ui Of 
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1 in Gi such that if 4 and r/i are T:-neighbourhoods of 1 in Gi with Hi n 
O(Ci, U:) c 0( F, Ui), then x is precompact. Since T; = T:, there exists a 7'- 
neighbourhood U of 1 in g with 
U* U-'n(GiX{l})c UiX{l}. (9) 
Take Y and W such that 1~ VET’, VC U, 1~ WET’ and ~(WX V)c U. Let 
pi : G+ Gi and qi: H + Hi be the natural projections. There exists a 
Ty-neighbourhood W: of 1 in Hi with Wi x (1) c W, we may assume that W: = Hi n 
O(Ki, Uy) for some compact Ki c Gi and some Tf-neighbourhood U: of 1 in Gi. 
Since Ci generates Gi, there is an integer n 2 1 with Ki c Cl. Choose some invariant 
Ti-neighbourhood U: of 1 in Gi with 
Then we have O(Ci, Ui) c 0( Cy , Ui”) c O(Ki, Uy), which yields W;- X (1) C W, 
where Wi - Hi n 0( C’i, Vi). 
We will check now that V’ =pi( V) is a precompact subset of Gi- TO that it is 
sufficient to verify the inclusion Wi c 0( Vi, Ui). Take arbitrary g = (gi) E V and 
hi E Wis Then for h = (hi), hj = 1 for j P i, we have h E W, therefore 6( h, g) E U. On 
the other hand, 
where Xj = 1 for j # i and Xi = hi(gi) l gi’. Hence x E U* g-’ c U* V-’ c U* U-l, and 
(9) implies hi(gi) l gl’ = Xi E Uis The latter holds for every hi E Wi and every gi E Vi. 
Since Wi is symmetric, the same holds for hi’ , therefore Wi c 0( q, r/i). This implies 
the precompactness of V’. 
If 6i is the &closure of { 1) x nj, i Gj in G, then it is easy to see by the precompact- 
ness of V;: and 7’~ T’ that Z;i = Ki X ni,i Gj, where Ki is a compact normal subgroup 
of G+ In the following, let E be an arbitrary finite subset of I. Then we have 
where GE is the &closure of { 1) x flj, ,,E Gj. Let K =flj,, Kj and let n: G+ G/K 
be the natural homomorphism. Since K is compact and ‘TT(&) = Gk = 
{llx (lljE,\E (Gj/Kj)), then GL is y-closed in G/K, where y = r’/ K. Moreover, it 
follows from the precompactness of pi( V) (see above) and the finiteness of E that 
there is a Aneighbourhood V of 1 in G with V( V) c Lx GL for some compact set 
L. Since y/GL is Hausdorff, we get (Y/G~)JL=(ni~E (T:IK’!)I,_= This yields 
y/ GL = IIi~ E ( Ti/Ki)g and therefore T’/ K = y = ni,, ( Ti/Ki) = T’jX by the strut- 
ture of the product topology. On the other hand, is compact, so ~‘1~ =T’lK which 
implies 7’ = T’. In particular, G x { 1) is T-closed in since (6, T’) is complete. 
Hence T/G is Hausdorfi. 
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To prove r/G = T/G, take an arbitrary compact invariant neighbourhood Ui of 
I in Gi as in the text before (9) and choose U such that 1 E U E T and 
un((Gix{I))x{I))c (IJiX{I))X(IJ* (10) 
Next, choose VE r with 1 E V-’ = V and V* V* Vc U. Since r c T, there is a 
Tf-neighbourhood U: of 1 in Gi with ( U: x { 1)) x { 1) c V. Take an arbitrary (g, h) E V 
and an arbitrary Xi E U: . Set x = (xi) E G, where Xj = 1 for j # i. Then 
U+g, Wb, 1)-k, W-‘= (8’ WI(x), h) l (w(g-‘), 0 
= (8’ q(x) l g-‘, 1). 
Moreover, for j Z i, the jth component of go Q~(x) .g-’ is I. Therefore, by (lo), 
gihi(xi)g,’ E Ui, SO hi(xi) E gi' Uigi = Uia Thus hi( U:) c Ui for every hi E V;: = 
qi( q( V)), where q is the natural projection of G X, H onto H. This implies that V;: 
is an equicontinuous family of elements of Aut Gi. We are going to apply the Ascoli 
theorem (cf. [S, Ch. X, Section 2.5, Corollary 31) to show that a fixed subset Vi c V;: 
is precompact. Since Gi is compactly generated, there is a compact Ci c Gi which 
generates Gi. Then Ci c Fi l U: for some finite Fi c Gia Fix some J E Fi and set 
f = (A), where J = 1 for j # i. Clearly, the map 
(x, h)+(x, h)*(f, I)+, h)-’ 
from (X, r) into (X, r) is continuous, therefore there exists a symmetric T-neighbour- 
hood V’(J) of 1 with 
(x, h)*(f, 1)(x, h)-‘=(xah(f)*x-‘, 1)~ U*(f, 1) 
for every (x, h) E V’(J). By (10) we get xi* hi(&) l xf’ E Ui*J, that is hi(J) E 
x;' UiJXi = (xf' Uixi)(xf’Jxi) E Via K(j), where K(J;r) = {gf’Jgi: gi E Gi} is a pre- 
compact subset of Gi (cf. Definition 3.1 (i)). Then K = UJE F, K(j) is precompact, 
too. It follows from above that hi(J) E Ui* K for every (x, h) E V’(A). NOW set 
V’= Vn (n,,, V’(J)). Then (x, h) E V’ implies hi(E)c Ui* K and hi( U:)C Ui. 
According to Ci c E* Ui we find 
hi(Ci)c hi(e)* hi( LJ;)C LJim K* Ui, 
and consequently hi ( C 9) e: ( Ui l K l Ui )’ for every hi E Vi = qi ( q( V’)). For an arbitrary 
Xi E Gi we have Xi E Cl. Hence 
V:(Xi) ={hi(xi): hi E V~}C (Ui* K* Ui)“, 
and Vi(xi) is precompact. Since Vi is equicontinuous, the Ascoli theorem implies 
that Vi is precompact with respect o the uniformity of compact convergence in 
C(Gi, Gi). By applying Lemma 3.4 we conclude the precompactness of Vi in Hi 
with respect o the Braconnier topology on Aut Gi* 
We have proved in this way that for every i E I there exists a r-neighbourhood 
V’ of 1 in X = G X, H such that qi(q( V’)) is a compact subset of Hi. Using the 
same argument as those in the proof of r’ = ‘f’, we deduce that T/G = T/G Finally, 
[ 10, Lemma l] yields T = ‘I’, which complP;tes the proof. 
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3.6. Corollary. Zf X = G x U H is an admissible semi-direct product, then X” is a 
minimal topological group for every cardinal a. 
Note that the topologies derived from Examples 3.2 (a) are not connected if H 
is not compact. This can be shown as follows: Let G X, H be connected. Then G 
is a compact connected group, and H is a connected closed subgroup of Aut G. By 
[21, Theorem 41 the connected component of Aut G is compact. Thus H is compact. 
So we get a lot of complete not locally compact minimal groups being neither 
connected nor totally disconnected. 
Arhangel’skii [2] posed the question if every topological group is a quotient of 
a minimal topological group. Some years before, Dikranjan and Rodino [ 121 asked 
whether every Abelian group is weakly minimalizable, that is if it is algebraically 
isomorphic to X/H for some minimal Abelian group X and some compact subgroup 
H of X. In [12] one can find some classes of weakly minimalizable groups. Note 
that by Examples 3.2 (a) and Theorem 3.5, if H is a locally compact subgroup of 
Aut G for some co,mpact group G, then H = X/G, where X = G X, H is a minimal 
locally compact group. In particular, this holds for closed subgroups of the group 
of automorphisms of a compact Lie group. By [lo] (see also Examples 3.2 (a)) 
every discrete group H may be represented in such a way. Using Examples 3.2 and 
Theorem 3.5 we get a lot of topological groups which are quotients of minimal 
topological groups. In fact, we have the following 
3.7. Corollary. Let H be a topological group with H = R” x D x L, where D is a discrete 
and L is a compact group. Then H is a quotient of a locally compact minimal group 
G with respect to a closed normal Abelian subgroup of G. Zf H is inJinite, then IGI s 21H’ 
holds. 
Proof. Clearly, Iw” is topologically isomorphic to the subgroup Dn of GL( n, Iw) 
consisting of the diagonal matrices with i+sitive entries. By Examples 3.2 (b), 
X = ti” >c,, & is admissible. Take an arbitrary nontrivial compact Abelian group 
K, and iet g2 be the monomorphism of D into AuiiKD) defined in Examples 3.2 
c a/- r ’ Then fF = K D X, D is admissible. Theorem 3.5 implies the minimality of X x Y. 
By [14, Theorem 31 we have that G = X x Y x L is minimal, too. Clearly, N = 
(R”x{z})x(K~x{l})x{1} is a closed normal Abelian subgroup of G, and G/N = 
D,, x D x L = R” x D x L = H. We choose K as a finite cyclic group. Then 1 YI = 2’? 
This implies easily IGl< 21Hl if H is infinite. Cl 
3.8. Corollary. (A) Let H be a topological group with one of the following properties: 
(a) H is an Abelian locally compact compactly generated group, 
(b) H is an Abelian locally compact group without small subgroups, 
(c) H is an Abelian locally compact locally connected group, 
(d) H is a locally compact connected maximally almost periodic group. 
Then H is a quotient of a locally compact minimal group G with respect to a closed 
normal subgroup of G. 
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( B) Every locally compact Abelian group is a closed subgroup of a quotient of a 
locally compact minimal group. 
Proof. (A) For (a)-(c) we use the well-known structure theorems for locally com- 
pact Abelian groups (see [3]) and apply Corollary 3.7. By a theorem of Freudenthal 
and Weil, every locally compact connected maximally almost periodic group is a 
direct product of a vector group and a connected compact group. 
(B) Any locally compact Abelian group can be embedded as a closed subgroup 
into a group of the form R” X T m x 0, where D is discrete and divisible, and m is 
an arbitrary cardinal number (cf. [ 1, p. 2311). Finally, apply Corollary 3.7. Cl 
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